
Landmarks 
 
 1- Trafalgar square- In a society of diverse religious institutions and beliefs, a small but significant space is 
occupied by places that have made their mark in our memories and thought. The majestic city of London houses one 
such landmark called Trafalgar square. 
 2- Haji Ali- Set in the beautiful and bustling metropolis of Mumbai is this Landmark, which attracts devotees from 
the varied parts of the world. This Landmark provides for a picturesque destination that leaves its visitors awestruck. 
 3- Dead sea- Sandwiched between Jordan and Israel, the Dead Sea is actually a lake that finds mention in the Bible. 
Said to be the lowest point on earth, the Dead Sea helps explore history, nature, mythology and one's own belief. 
 4- London Eye- Tower Bridge is widely regarded as one of the most picturesque and glamorous bridges across the 
Thames River and the London eye are the world's largest observation wheel. On a clear day the Eye gives you 
spectacular 360-degree aerial view of London's 
 5- Wadi rum- Wadi Rum is a part of the Hisma desert in southern Jordan and northern Arabia. About 60 km from 
Aqaba, the entire region falls under the protected zone. This is pure, unadulterated desert, not yet destroyed by 
humans. Infact, humans get dwarfed here. 
6- Mauritius- Mighty mountains, cascading waterfalls, exotic forests, impressive cliffs - the dramatic landscape of 
Mauritius is explained by the fact that Mauritius is an island of volcanic origin. In our show, we offer a sneak peak at 
two of them, Trou aux Cerfs and Pamplemousses Garden. 
 7- Ahhichataragarhn fort- Ahichatragarh Fort stands tall and proud of its glorious past in the royal land of 
Rajasthan. The silky sand dunes and the majestic palaces add to the history, but Ahhichatragarh fort is best example to 
relive the glorious history. 
 8- Haldi ghati- Haldighati derives its name from the yellow colored soil which reminds one of the Indian spice 
Haldi or turmeric! Situated 40 kms away from the serene white city of Udaipur this historical mountain pass joins the 
district of Rajasmand and Pali in the glorious state of Rajasthan! 
 9- Seychelles- A bowlful of the sea, a sprinkle of moon dust, a fistful of warmth, a twist and a turn of the paint brush 
and voila! You have yourself one of the most beautiful archipelagoes of the world, Seychelles. Watch this diva of the 
ocean only on travelxp. 
 10- Oslo- Spectacular fjords..quaint old cities..panoramic sceneries..and a land ..Land of the Midnight Sun…. 
undoubtedly we are talking about Norway. The capital of Norway, Oslo provided a structure beyond being just a 
landmark. 
 11- Gal vihara- Sri lanka's dalliance with history is legendary. And gal Vihara is simply another jewel in its jewel-
studded crown. This rock temple is a carver's most divine dream. It radiates beauty and intricacy. Eliciting an ode to 
faith and reverence, Gal Vihara deserves to be one of Sri Lanka's more prominent landmarks. 
 12- Jhulta Minar- The narrow crammed streets and gullies in Ahmedabad lead unequivocally towards its pride and 
glory, the glorious Jhulta Minar. The intrinsic history resonates a grand age of cultural thriving. The swaying 
minarets, which vibrate in unison, are true standard bearers of Ahmedabad's history and heritage. 
13- Royal spring - A gem on India's tiara, Kashmir, Royal Springs is an exercise in class and sophistication. Royal 
Springs is not just beauty, but also sophistication par excellence. And all these qualities undeniably qualify it as one of 
Kashmir's more deserving landmark. 
 14- Verinag- Kashmir's beauty is legendary, and Verinag simply another floral blossom on its adorned visage. From 
its origin as a kund to the Mughal octagonal shape given to it, there lies a lucid beauty within the air. Picturesque, 
florally decadent and a perfect vision in every way, Verinag's spring deserve the pride and honour of being a 
landmark. 
 15- Nishat bagh- The Garden of Bliss or Nishat Bagh is a majestic garden located on the banks of the picturesque 
Dal Lake! A favourite picnic spot in Srinagar, this beautiful garden delights people with its lively fountains and 
vibrant flowers! 
 16- Afghan Chjurch- The Afghan Church, for over a century has housed the homage to the countless soldiers who 
sacrificed their lives for the sake of pride and glory.The breathtaking images of divinity command; but it is the 
humble mark of humanity that dominates here. 
 17- Lotus Temple- Encircled by prim lush greens, stands a concrete flower half open called the Bahá'i House of 
Worship, more commonly known as the Lotus Temple. This stupendous shrine has a serene beauty unlike any other. 
A visit to the Lotus Temple is a must if you ever plan a trip to New Delhi. 
 18- Step wells- Step Wells of Gujarat are a site of astonishment and amazement. Like most, step wells are protected 
sites and hold great archeological and architectural significance. Most existing Step Wells date from the last 800 
years, which make the Step Wells of Gujarat a landmark worth visiting. 



 19- Burj Khalifa- Known for being the tallest structure in the world, Bhurj Khalifa is a structure that has attracted 
awe, amazement and respect from the world. This massive structure has brought great pride to the Arab destination of 
Dubai. 
 20- Czech republic- This astronomical clock is history itself. A glimpse of it and you will see the time now and a 
glimpse and you see the beauty of the time past. 
21- Floating market- A landmark may not just be a static structure. What if a landmark were to be mobile? What if 
that landmark allowed its travelers to travel on it. The Floating market is one such landmark. You never row the same 
waters twice, And even better is you enjoy the thrills and experiences what Thailand has to offer. 
 22- Nanded- Kandhar Fort, located in the town of Kandhar in the Nanded District of Maharashtra. The Fort is in 
ruins but this historic fort is still majestically beautiful. This Landmark will reveal the history it has been through but 
how it has still stood the test of time. 
 23- Jose rizal park- Also known as Luneta Park, This landmark has been part of historic episodes, the most 
significant being the execution of the Philippine national leader Jose Rizal. With points of interest like the Lapu Lapu 
Monument, Quirino Grandstand, Rizal Monument and much more. This Landmark is what embodies the Philippine 
history. 
 24- Rajasthan- The state of Rajasthan is famous for its rich culture and art, but it also houses the famous Ajmer 
Dargah and Pushkar Lake. Ajmer Dargah attracts devotees from around the globe and Pushkar lake provides for a 
scenic getaway for its travelers. 
 25- Nizwa Fort- The largest fort on the Arabian Peninsula - Nizwa Fort in Oman is one of the royal landmarks of 
this place. The colossal central tower and the secret pathways make this fort one of the most interesting places to visit.  
 


